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Digital Pianos 

VG-88 VERTICAL GRAND CONSOLE DIGITAL PIANO
The classic upright piano takes on the whole new dimension with the new 
Suzuki VG-88, Vertical Grand Console Digital Piano. Designed to create 
exciting music performances at home or school, the VG-88 has an impres-
sive list of professional features not the least of which is affordability. Priced 
below any comparable Digital Piano in its class, the VG-88 includes state 
of the art electronics housed in a beautiful furniture quality cabinet. Teacher 
and student share the keyboard with twin function. An amazing 9 layer, 1GB 
Grand Piano Voice is projected through 4 way enhanced stereo sound deliv-
ery system. Connect with smart phones and tablets using the Bluetoothsys-
tem and play along with your favorite artists. Add Digital Reverb, String and 
Pedal resonance and an entire list of performance features that make the 
Suzuki VG-88 your Traditional Piano that Outperforms.

• 88 Note Graded Hammer Velocity Sensitive Keyboard
• 9 Layer, 1GB Extra Large Grand Piano Voice
• 2GB Sound with 16 Selectable Voices and 128 GM Instruments
• Twin Function Keybed with 2 Headphone Jacks
• 189 Note Polyphony
• 4 speaker Enhanced Stereo Sound Delivery System
• 1 Track Music Recorder for Writing Songs or Recording Lesson Progress
• Bluetooth Audio Interfaces with Mobil Phone or Tablet
• Plug and Play with on Board USB Interface
MODEL LIST

VG-88-UPRIGHT-BLACK $1,699.99

CTP-88 CLASSROOM TEACHING PIANO
The level of technology packed into the compact yet beautiful wood grain 
cabinet is nothing short of amazing. The CTP-88 has enhanced perfor-
mance features not found on any Digital Piano in its price range. A full 
compliment of hi-tech features allow for endless musical possibilities. With 
blue tooth compatibility, you can access music, lessons and demonstrations 
from the internet any way you choose. A true full color LCD control screen 
makes it easier to organize your selected features. Only the most advanced 
synthesizers boast 128 note polyphony for incredible full bodied sound. 
The CTP-88 includes this advanced feature. The piano voice is an amazing 
24Mb of powerful sound reproduction played through an acoustically design 
4 way stereo sound system. Create your own original compositions with the 
onboard 3 track music sequencer. Save and store to the Secure Digital(SD) 
Memory Card. 

The CTP-88 is a complete classroom teacher platform or home entertain-
ment center. You and your students will enjoy multiple levels of technology 
in todays modern music making instrument. Try one soon for you or your 
classroom!
MODEL  LIST

CTP-88  $1,099.99

MDG-4000TS BABY GRAND DIGITAL PIANO
At your fingertips is a renowned Fatar graded hammer action, velocity 
sensitive keyboard with 128 note polyphony. Maintain complete 
organizational control using the lighting fast 7” color touchscreen as you go 
to work harnessing 672 selectable voices, 256 GM voices, 240 rhythm styles 
and 17 drum kits. 16 track sequencer can store 500 user songs with huge 
32GB internal memory USB drive. Add digital reverb, chorus and adjustable 
graphic equalizer and you start to understand the enormous capability of our 
new Tech Titan.

Your music is delivered through a unique stereo sound system that covers 
the full range of nuance and expression by driving varied power outputs 
to just the right speakers. Rattle the windows or whisper every note, 
the MDG-4000ts will obey your every command. Skilled woodworkers 
craft each furniture quality hand rubbed lacquer cabinet with beautiful 
European chrome hardware to showcase an incredible array of technology 
and sophistication. And best of all, factory direct pricing establishes a 
remarkable new price point for an instrument of this quality. Compare 
features and specifications to any Digital Grand Piano available today 
and be amazed at the exceptional value offered by our newest piano 
masterpiece
MODEL LIST

MDG-4000TS-BL $3,999.99

MDG-400 BABY GRAND DIGITAL PIANO
Good looks and hi-tech don't always go hand in hand but the newest addi-
tion to the Suzuki family of Micro, Mini and Baby Grand Digital Pianos is an 
amazing combination of performance features and stunning appearance. 
The new MDG-400 is perfectly portioned and will add both warmth and 
charm to your personal environment and comfortably fits any room size or 
décor.

Technically speaking, the MDG-400 has enhanced performance features 
not found on any Digital Grand Piano in its price range. A full compliment 
of hi-tech features allow for endless musical possibilities. Sporting blue 
tooth compatibility, you can access music, lessons and demonstrations 
from the internet. 4.3" True Color LCD screen makes it easier to organize 
your selected features. Only the most advanced synthesizers boast 128 
note polyphony for incredible full bodied sound. The MDG-400 includes this 
advanced feature. The piano voice is an amazing 24Mb of powerful sound 
reproduction played through a 6 way stereo sound system. Create your own 
original compositions with the on-board 3 track music sequencer. Save and 
store to the Secure Digital(SD) Memory Card.-
MODEL LIST

MDG-400-BL  Cabinet Size: 4' $3,099.99
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KEYBOARDS

Piano Lab Teaching System
Suzuki’s new Piano Lab Teaching System puts you in charge by allowing 
easy monitoring and communication with every student in your keyboard 
class. Our verbal switching network allows for 2 way communication and 
lets you monitor the progress of up to 10 students at a time, and you can add 
systems to make classes up to 30 students! Performance can be monitored 
on an individual basis or split your class into two groups based on lessons 
learned. Talk to any student individually or in groups and they can talk 
back! Pre-recorded lesson plans or informational tapes can be played and 
explained through the system. Our new Piano Lab Teaching System is the 
most affordable product available today. In addition to SPL-10C, one SPL-
KIT is required for each student.

SPL-10C Specifications
Students: 10 students max. per unit with 2-way voice and instrument 
communication

Function/Controls: Student input level – 10 slide controls; Communications 
select – 10 buttons with LEDs; Group select – 2 buttons for each student 
with LEDs; Personal communication – 10 on/off buttons with LEDs; Class 
communication – 1 button with LED. 

Instructor Mode: Microphone – 1 on/off button with LED; Private – 1 on/off 
button with LED; Demo – 1 on/off button with LED

Instructor Levels: Microphone – 1 slide control; Instrument – 1 slide 
control; Headphones – 1 slide control

External Functions: Stereo auxiliary input & output RCA jacks

Power:  ±14V DC (AC adaptor-Suzuki only); Consumption – 350mA (±14V 
DC)

Dimensions: 18¼''W x 11¼''D x 3''H, 8 lbs, 11 oz

SPL-10C

SPL-KIT

MDG-330 MINI GRAND DIGITAL PIANO
Suzuki introduces a Mini-Grande Digital Piano that's not only beautiful to 
look at, but fun for the whole family. A powerful musical instrument, the 
MDG-330 is packed with features that combine technically advanced perfor-
mance with traditional elegance and hand rubbed lacquer cabinet. Perfectly 
proportioned, the MDG-330 fits any sized room or décor. Hundreds of 
prerecorded music files are available to download to set just the right mood.

Technically speaking, the MDG-330 has enhanced performance features 
not found on any Digital Grand Piano in its price range. A full compliment of 
hi-tech features allow for endless musical possibilities. Sporting bluetooth 
compatibility, you can access music, lessons and demonstrations from the 
internet any way you choose. A true full color LCD control screen makes 
it easier to organize your selected features. Only the most advanced 
synthesizers boast 128 note polyphony for incredible full bodied sound. The 
MDG-330 includes this advanced feature. The piano voice is an amazing 
24Mb of powerful sound reproduction played through a 6 way stereo sound 
system. Create your own original compositions with the on-board 3 track 
music sequencer. Save and store to the Secure Digital(SD) Memory Card.
MODEL LIST

MDG-330-BL  Cabinet Size: 3’-3” $2,799.99

MDG-300 MICRO GRAND DIGITAL PIANO
The MDG-300 is perfectly portioned and will add both warmth and charm 
to your personal environment. Measuring only 2’-4” deep, it comfortably fits 
any room size or décor. Technically speaking, the MDG-300 has enhanced 
performance features not found on any Digital Grand Piano in its price 
range. A full compliment of hi-tech features allow for endless musical pos-
sibilities. Sporting Bluetooth compatibility, you can access music, lessons 
and demonstrations from the internet any way you choose. A true full color 
LCD control screen makes it easier to organize your selected features. Only 
the most advanced synthesizers boast 128 note polyphony for incredible 
full bodied sound. The MDG-300 includes this advanced feature. The piano 
voice is an amazing 24Mb of powerful sound reproduction played through a 
6 way stereo sound system. Create your own original compositions with the 
on-board 3 track music sequencer. Save and store to the Secure Digital(SD) 
Memory Card.
MODEL LIST

MDG-300-BL  Cabinet Size: 2’-4” $2,069.99

SPL-10C PIANO LAB SYSTEM
10 Student Piano Lab System with teachers’ headset/mic, power supply
MODEL  LIST

SPL-10C   $695.00

SPL-KIT STUDENT KIT
Contains 1 each: Control Box, Headphone/Mic Set, Connecting Cabley
MODEL  LIST

SPL-KIT   $99.00
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Digital Pianos / Keyboards 

KAG100 DIGITAL 
GRAND PIANO
The KAG100 combines an elegant compact grand piano design with 
exquisite polished ebony cabinet and a modern leg design, 88 Fully-
Weighted Action Keys, 64 Voice, 200 Preset Programs + 100 Rhythm 
Styles, 4-speaker, 20W+15W Stereo. Full Range Accompaniment as well as 
Left-Hand. Ebony Polish (Polyester). 35"x55.5"x29.5", 150 lbs.
MODEL LIST

KAG-100-U $3,999.00

MPG100 DIGITAL 
GRAND PIANO
3’ Mini-Grand Piano for 
discriminating buyers. 
High-quality piano cabinet, 88 Graded-Hammer Keys, 128 Voice, 200 
Auto-Accompaniment Styles, 4-speaker, 40W+20W stereo. PC3/Forte piano 
samples. Full Range Accompaniment as well as Left-Hand. Ebony Polish 
(Polyester). 34.7"x56.4"x35.6", 212 lbs .
MODEL LISTT

MPG100-U $5,999.00

KA130 DIGITAL PIANO (ROSEWOOD)
88 note, fully weighted hammer action keyboard with adjustable touch 
sensitivity. Spinet-stye cabinet, featuring a 30 Watt, 2-speaker, stereo sound 
system, built-in music stand and slide-out fallboard. 53.6"x17.3"x 33.7", 96 
lbs .
MODEL LIST

KA-130-SR-U $1,199.00

CUP320 DIGITAL PIANO (ROSEWOOD)
The Ultimate Digital Piano. High Definition Japanese Grand and German 
D Grand, featuring "KSR" - Kurzweil String Resonance and half-damper 
functionality. Also included are a wide selection of tailored sounds from the 
Forte®SE. 88 Fully-weighted Graded Action, Authentic Wooden Keys. 128 
voice. 35"x56"x19", 105 lbs.
MODEL LIST

CUP320-SR-U $3,999.00

CUP1 DIGITAL PIANO (EBONY)
Featuring a contemporary cabinet with slow-close fallboard, the beautifully 
designed CUP1 will complement any home, school or formal music environ-
ment. The CUP1 provides a staggering 256 notes of polyphony for seamless 
performances. The CUP1 has our critically-acclaimed, stunning German 9' 
Grand Piano! Expertly sampled and voiced by our industry-leading sound 
designers.  42”X56”X16.5”, 221 lbs.
MODEL LIST

CUP1-EP-U $3,999.00

KP100 PORTABLE ARRANGERS
Portable Piano. 61-note, synth-action keyboard with adjustable touch 
sensitivity. Equipped with hundreds of sounds including Kurzweil's Triple 
Strike Piano (from the PC3 Series workstations) and over 200 auto-
accompaniment patterns, the KP100 is a powerful, portable keyboard aimed 
at beginners and music enthusiasts alike. 128 voices! 2 x 6W speakers. 
5.2"x37.6"x14.2", 12 lbs .
MODEL LIST

KP-100-U  $599.00
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KEYBOARDS
Digital Pianos / Keyboards 

KP110 PORTABLE ARRANGERS
Same specs as KP100 but with 6-Track Song Recorder, 20 more Factory 
Programs, 20W speakers. 
MODEL LIST

KP-110-U  $699.00

KP150 PORTABLE ARRANGERS
61-note, full-size, velocity-sensitive, synth-action keyboard. Pitch Bend and 
Modulation controllers. 618 factory preset programs, 200 auto-accompani-
ment styles, and 128 voice polyphony. Performance Assistant for triggering 
guitar and piano phrases. Smart Learning System: Study a song, Record 
and monitor your progress. Song Album including 310 popular songs. 
Detachable music stand. Built-in 4-speaker stereo sound system. MIDI Song 
Recorder - 6 Track Multi-recorder: 5 Melody Tracks and 1 Accompany Track. 
Optional battery power (6 AA batteries).5.6"H x 38.2"W x 14.6"D; 15 lbs. 
MODEL LIST

KP-150-U  $799.00

KP300X PORTABLE ARRANGERS
76-note, full-size, velocity-sensitive, synth-action keyboard. Pitch Bend and 
Modulation controllers. 737 factory preset programs, 240 auto-accompani-
ment styles, and 128 voice polyphony. Performance Assistant for triggering 
guitar and piano phrases. Detachable music stand. Built-in 4-speaker stereo 
sound system. Simple and Intuitive Controls. MIDI Song Recorder - 6 Track 
Multi-recorder: 5 Melody Tracks and 1 Accompany Track. 6.4"H x 48.6"W x 
16.7"D; 26 lbs . 
MODEL LIST

KP-300X-U  $899.00

KA70 PORTABLE DIGITAL
88-note, spring-action keyboard with adjustable touch sensitivity. 20 factory 
preset programs, 50 auto-accompaniment styles, and 128 voice polyphony. 
Detachable music stand. Built-in 4-speaker stereo sound system. Simple 
and Intuitive Controls. MIDI Song Recorder. 5.4"H x 53.7"W x 14.4"D; 24 lbs. 
MODEL LIST

KA-70-U  $699.00

KA90 PORTABLE DIGITAL
Portable  Piano. 88 Graded-Hammer keys, with arrangements. 20 
Programs, 50 interactive Piano styles, 1 Track- 5 Song Recorder, 128 Note 
Polyphony, Split,Layer, MIDI Out/ MIDI over USB, Tuning and Transposition, 
60 Watts-4 Speaker Stereo Sound System, 1/4" Audio in/out,  Optional 
KAS5 Stand with 3 Pedal unit available. 128 voices! Full Range Accompani-
ment as well as Left-Hand. 5.4"x53.7"x14.4" 28 lb. 
MODEL LIST

KA90-LB-U  $799.00

KAS5 STAND / 3 PEDAL UNIT FOR KA90

MODEL LIST

KAS5-U  $199.00

KA120 PORTABLE DIGITAL
88-note, fully-weighted hammer-action keyboard with adjustable touch sen-
sitivity. 600 factory preset programs, 230 auto-accompaniment styles, and 
128 voice polyphony. Performance Assistant for triggering guitar and piano 
phrases. Detachable music stand. Built-in 4-speaker stereo sound system. 
Simple and Intuitive Controls. MIDI Song Recorder - 6 Track Multi-recorder: 
5 Melody Tracks and 1 Accompany Track. 5.4"H x 53.7"W x 14.4"D; 31 lbs . 
MODEL LIST

KA-120-U  $1,199.00
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Keyboards & Accessories | Full-Size & Mini Keyboards

POWERFUL
& EXPRESSIVE!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

76-Key Piano Style Keyboard
The Casio WK-245 keyboard gives you a tremendous amount of features 
in a trim 76-key package. With the WK-245, you get 600 built-in sounds so 
you can play any style and follow your inspiration. And with 180 rhythms for 
you to play along with, it's like having your own backing band. When it's time 
to record your ideas, the onboard 5-song/6-track recorder is standing by. 
The WK-245 even offers onboard sampling! If you need an instrument that's 
ready to serve your creativity, the Casio WK-245 is a smart choice
MODEL LIST

WK245 $299.99

 Adapter included: ADE95100.

76-Key Full-Size Keyboard
The Casio WK-6600 features a piano-style touch-response keyboard, 
song sequencer, tone editor, multiple digital effects, mixer, performance 
registration memory, USB MIDI interface, SD card storage and hundreds of 
editable tones. The WK-6600 offers a pitch bend wheel, a back lit display, 
music presets and 670 individual tones in a portable design. The extensive 
list of features and the sound from the high-output 2-way bass reflex sound 
system found in this music workstation will give you the chance to bring your 
musical ideas to life and discover the musician in you. Visit casio.com for 
details.
MODEL LIST

WK6600  $449.99 

 Adapter included: ADA12150.

76-Key Piano Style Keyboard
The new Casio WK-7600 offers powerful and extensive features at a price 
that is unheard of in the portable keyboard market. It offers 820 world-class 
tones, 260 preset rhythms, 17 track sequencer, 32 channel mixer, as well as 
audio recording capabilities. Any piece of music you create can be recorded 
as an audio file on an SDHC card. 9 sliders extend your versatility and 
provide an impressive 50 drawbar organ tones. The WK-7600 will allow you 
to create, edit and play your compositions at home, in the studio or on the 
stage.Visit casio.com for details.
MODEL LIST

WK7600 $799.99

 Adapter included: ADA12150. 

61-Key, Touch Sensitive
Its modest price makes it the right choice for casual or beginning players, 
and its stunning sound makes it a must-have for keyboardists of any level 
who need a portable instrument. What truly sets the CT-X700 apart from 
other portable keyboards is its heart: The powerful AiX Sound Source. 
Back-lit LCD display. 61 Piano-type keys.  600 build-in sounds.  USB-MIDI 
port  
MODEL LIST

CT-X700 $279.99

61-Key, Touch Response
The CT-X3000 is compact and lightweight, with a tough molded plastic case. 
and its optional battery power makes it perfect as a go-anywhere musical 
partner. Quickly capture your inspiration with the six-track recorder, or enjoy 
the library of 100 built-in Songs. Use the Category button to explore the 
600 Tones, and in each category you'll find an incredible variety of lifelike 
instruments that go far beyond your expectations. With hundreds of built-in 
Rhythms, you'll always have a band ready to jam.
MODEL LIST

CT-X3000 $429.99

61-Key, Touch Response
Meet the CT–X5000. The AiX Sound Source delivers its stunning sound 
that makes it a must-have for keyboardists of any level who need a portable 
instrument.  As well as using high resolution sampling, which reacts to 
your touch for greater dynamic control, AiX applies advanced DSP effects 
to every tone, for an incredibly realistic sound that has to be tried to be 
believed. Packed with pro-level technology, this instrument offers industry-
leading sound quality and versatility. 61 Touch-Sensitive Keys. 800 Tones 
with user expansion. 17 Track Recorder. 42 Channel Mixer. 
MODEL LIST

CT-X5000 $799.99
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Keyboards & Accessories | Full-Size Keyboards

61-Key Full-Size Keyboard
Offers powerful & extensive features at a price that is unheard of in the 
portable keyboard market! 800 world-class tones, 250 preset rhythms, 17 
track sequencer, 32 channel mixer, as well as audio recording capabilities. 
Music can be recorded as an audio file on an SDHC card. 9 sliders extend 
your versatility and provide an impressive 50 drawbar organ tones.  
Create, edit & play compositions at home, in the studio or on the stage.  
Visit casio.com for details.
MODEL LIST

CTK7200 $0.00

 Adapter included: ADA12150. See page 559 for details.

44-Key Mini Keyboard
The 44-key Casio SA-76 offers children the essentials for playing those first 
tunes. 100 timbres, 50 rhythms and 10 integrated songs provide variety – the 
LSI sound source and the 8-note polyphony ensure good sound quality. The 
LC display helps with selecting and calling up the different music options. 
Also includes a striking change-over switch making it easy to switch between 
the piano and organ modes. Not all Casio keyboards come with AC adapters 
unless stated otherwise. This keyboard uses ADE95100 [not included] or 6 
AA-size batteries. Visit casio.com for details. 
MODEL LIST

SA76 $69.99

 Adapter not included: ADE95100. 

61-Key Full-Size Keyboard
No matter who (or where) you are, Casio’s CTK-2550 portable keyboard 
opens up a whole world of music with 61 full-size keys, 400 high-quality 
Tones, and 150 built-in Rhythms including the all-new Dance Music Mode. 
Whether you're just starting out, or using batteries to write your next hit 
on a tour bus, the CTK-2550 delivers hundreds of Tones and Rhythms to 
jump-start your creativity. It's a perfect introduction to music-making, and a 
great-sounding way to have fun.
MODEL LIST

CTK2550 $169.99

 Adapter included: ADE95100. .

61-Key Full-Size Keyboard
The LK280 is a 61-Key Piano Style Touch Response Keyboard with light-up 
keys. Featuring 600 total onboard Tones, 180 Rhythms, and Reverb plus 
Chorus Digital Effects. Packed with great features such as Casio’s famous 
Light-up keys and Step-up Lesson System, a 5 track recorder, audio inputs  
for an MP3 player and a class compliant USB port for MIDI. The LK280 comes 
with an included power supply but it can run on batteries.  
Visit casio.com for details.
MODEL LIST

LK280 $299.99

 Adapter included: ADE95100. See page 559 for details.

61-Key Performance Synthesizer
Includes exclusive (HPSS) Hybrid Processing Sound Source. Providing 
screaming virtual analog monophonic leads & basses, drawbar organs, com-
plex layers, stereo pianos, drums & more. Features: 6 Oscillator Monophonic 
Solo Synthesizer. HexLayer - A single sound made up of 6 components for gig 
ready splits & layers. Drawbar Organ Mode with 9 sliders, adjustable rotary 
speaker, key click, vibrato & percussion. 400 fully editable PCM based sounds 
like stereo pianos, vintage electric pianos, strings, guitars, drums etc. 13-Track 
Step Sequencer. 16-step programmable Arpeggiator. Performance mode 
providing 4 internal or external instrument zones with instant recall of effects, 
Step Sequences, Arpeggiators & Phrases. 4 real-time controller knobs. 
Phrase sequencer to record & playback. Stereo 1/8" line input to connect MP3 
players/laptops/tablets. USB & MIDI ports. 1/4" Line Outputs. Power supply 
included. 6 D battery operable (not included).
MODEL LIST

XWP1 $799.99

 Adapter included: ADE95100. 

61-Key Portable Light-Up Keyboard
Casio’s LK-190 portable keyboard opens up a whole world of music with 400 
high-quality Tones, and 150 built-in Rhythms including the all-new Dance 
Music Mode. The 61 full-size keys feature Casio's Key Lighting system and 
Step-Up Lessons, making it fun to learn , Whether you're just starting out, 
or using batteries to write your next hit on a tour bus, the LK-190 delivers 
hundreds of Tones and Rhythms to jump-start your creativity. It's a perfect 
introduction to music-making, and a great-sounding way to have fun.
MODEL  LIST

LK190 $199.99

 Adapter included: ADE95100. 

PRIVIA 88-Key Full-Size
the Privia PX-160 utilizes Casio's famous AiR Sound Source and its remark-
able Tri-Sensor Scaled Hammer Action II keyboard. With several enhance-
ments in sounds and features over the previous generation, the PX-160 
continues to provide world-class features and style at an unbeatable price.
MODEL LIST

PX160BK  $799.99 

 Adapter included: ADA12150. 

61-Key Full-Size Keyboard
Casio’s LK-265 portable keyboard opens up a whole world of music with 400 
high-quality Tones, and 150 built-in Rhythms including the all-new Dance 
Music Mode. The 61 full-size, touch-sensitive keys feature Casio's Key 
Lighting system, making learning music fun. The LK-265 delivers hundreds 
of Tones and Rhythms to jump-start your creativity. It's a perfect introduction 
to music-making, and a great-sounding way to have fun.
MODEL LIST

LK265  $259.99
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Full-Size, Mobile Keyboards
KEYBOARDS

BEST SELLING
SERIES!

88-Key Privia Pro Keyboard
88 Note Tri-Sensor Scaled Hammer Action II Keyboard. Vintage Electric Piano 
Sounds. 4 Zone Master Controller. AiR Sound Source. 256 Note Polyphony.
MODEL LIST

PX5S  $1,399.99
88-Key Full-Size Piano Keyboard
The Privia PX-870 is the flagship of the world-renowned Privia line of digital 
pianos, designed to give you a true grand piano experience. With authentic 
piano sound and feel, a stylish modern design, and the powerful new Sound 
Projection speaker system, the PX-870 is a brilliant instrument for inspiring 
brilliant performances.
MODEL LIST

PX870BK   $1,499.99

88 key, Tri-sensor Scaled Hammer Action Keyboard
The world-renowned Privia family of digital pianos grows with the PX-770, 
designed to provide a true grand piano experience in a slim, modern design. 
With authentic piano sound, natural feel and impressive features, the PX-770 
is a brilliant instrument for inspiring brilliant performances.
MODEL LIST

PX770BK  $1,099.99

61-Key Full-Size Keyboard
Standard keyboard: 61 Piano-style keys, 48 note polyphony, 700 Tones, 
210 Rhythms, Digital effects, 16 track song sequencer, rhythm editor, 32 
channel mixer, 4 set x 8 bank registration memory, 5 EQ Settings, Backlit 
LCD, Touch sensitive, USB MIDI, Pitch bend wheel, SD card slot, line out, 
Sustain/Assignable Pedal Jack, 6W + 6W amplifier. Operates on 6 D batter-
ies or included AD-A12150 adapter.
MODEL LIST

CTK6200 $299.99

76-Key Full-Size Keyboard
Workstation keyboard: 76 Piano-style keys, 48 note polyphony, 700 Tones, 
210 Rhythms, Digital effects, 16 track song sequencer, rhythm editor, 32 
channel mixer, 4 set x 8 bank registration memory, 5 EQ Settings, Backlit 
LCD, Touch sensitive, USB MIDI, Pitch bend wheel, SD card slot, line out, 
Sustain/Assignable Pedal Jack, 6W + 6W amplifier. Operates on 6 D batter-
ies or included AD-A12150 adapter.
MODEL LIST

WK6600 $449.99

76-Key Full-Size Keyboard
It offers 820 tones, 260 preset rhythms, 17 track sequencer, 32 channel 
mixer, as well as audio recording capabilities. Any piece of music you create 
can be recorded as an audio file on an SDHC card. 9 sliders extend your 
versatility and provide an impressive 50 draw bar organ tones.
MODEL LIST

WK7600 $799.99

Compact Grand Piano
The centerpiece of the CGP-700 is a beautiful 5.3" Color Touch Interface 
™. This high-resolution display is bright and clear, and makes full use of a 
huge color palette to keep you informed and in control. Navigating through 
tones and rhythms using touch and swipe gestures is a breeze. There's also 
a handy Grand Piano button, which lets you enjoy the CGP-700's brilliant 
grand piano sound instantly, and nearby Transpose buttons allow you to 
quickly shift to a different key.
MODEL LIST

CGP700BK   $1,099.99

CTK3500
Casio’s CTK-35000 portable keyboard opens up a whole world of music with 
400 high-quality Tones, and 150 built-in Rhythms including the all-new Dance 
Music Mode. 61 full-size, touch-sensitive keys respond to your playing dynam-
ics, and let you express yourself naturally. 

MODEL LIST

CTK3500  $199.99

Stand & Sustain Pedal
The CS67 is a black wooden keyboard stand specifically designed to  
support the PX130 and PX330 digital pianos. The SP32 pedal provides  
an extended damper function. It is specifically designed for the CS67  
stand, for the PX130 or PX330 keyboards.
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

CS67BK Stand $149.99
SP33 Sustain Pedal $99.99
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Keyboards & Accessories | Full-Size Keyboards/Pedals/Accessories

Volume Foot Controller
The FC7 is a heavy-duty volume controller with “fortissimo function,” which 
enables the user to accent certain parts of a performance. Adjustable pedal 
angle, spring point adjustment and a metal connection plate for multiple 
pedal “ganging.” The FC7 can also be utilized with the DG Series amplifiers.

MODEL LIST

FC7 $70.00

88-Key Full-Size Portable Grand Keyboard
Features 88 Graded Soft Touch keyboard. All the best sounds are available at 
the push of button and recording virtuoso performances is simple with built-in 
recorder. The Yamaha Education Suite and USB connectivity (USB to Device) 
add functionality. Includes stand. Visit yamaha.com for details.
MODEL LIST

YPG535 $799.00

 Bench: WB2 - Pedal: FC4 - 

Volume Pedal for Keyboard/Guitar (mono)
• Volume pedal with 6.3 mm jack in/out.
• Built with two 6.3 mm (1/4”) jack sockets 
• Heavy metal base for a stable and safe use.
• Features high-performance custom potentiometer for a long-lasting life.
MODEL LIST

VP-2611 $43.73

Volume Pedal for Keyboard/Guitar (stereo)
• Volume pedal with 6.3 mm jack in/out.
• Built with two 6.3 mm (1/4”) jack sockets 
• Heavy metal base for a stable and safe use.
• Features high-performance custom potentiometer for a long-lasting life.
MODEL LIST

VP-2622 $61.24

Universal Volume Pedal
Controls the volumes keyboards: Roland,  
Yamaha, Korg, Kurzweil and Ensoniq keyboards.
• A custom potentiometer; A polarity switch
• 74" stereo cable with a 1/4" (6.3cm) stereo jack
• Very heavy shielded metal base plate
MODEL LIST

VP-26 U $61.24

Universal Sustain Pedal
• Universal sustain pedal with polarity switch. For use with all major keyboard 
brands..

MODEL LIST

PS-25 $26.23

Piano Style Sustain Pedal
• Classic piano style sustain pedal
• Momentary contact pedal with normally open or closed contacts by means of 
mode selector switch

• Sturdy yet elegant, rubber-coated pedal with 6-foot cable and 1/4” plug
MODEL LIST

PSP-125 $64.49
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ADA12150

SP20 SP3

1348-50

Best Seller!

PA150 PA130

Keyboard & Sustain Pedals 
The SP20 is a piano type pedal that suits most keyboards. The SP32 
provides an extended damper function – designed for the CS67 stand (see 
page 519), for the PX130 or PX330 keyboards. For details, visit casio.com. 
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SP20 Piano-type $39.99
SP3R CTK, LK & WK models  $24.99
SP33 Sustain Pedal-PX150BK & PX350BK $99.99

Keyboard Adapters
ADA12150 works with AP220, CTK6000, CTK7000, PX330, PX130, WK6500, 
WK7500, PX150 & PX350. AD12M3 works with CTK6000 & WK6500. AD5MR 
works with LK240, LK270, CTK2100, CTK3200, CTK4000, WK200. ADE95100 
works with SA76. 
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

ADA12150 12-volt $34.99

Adapter 12V MLA(U)-FC3
Replacement 12 volt power supply compatible with the following Casio 
keyboards; the CTK 5000, WK 500/3300/3800, CDP 100/200 and PX 
120/320/575/720.
MODEL LIST

AD12M3 $34.99

Piano & Harp Planar Wave System
BEST SELLER! This active direct box is ROHS Compliant! Includes 1/4" 
monitor output, balanced, XLR main out with ground lift and output pad 
switch (0db/-12db). Piezo crystal (4000PI), 4000 piezo preamp, adhesive 
patches (1348-50), set of 4 rubber feet and instruction guide. 
Visit BarcusBerry.com for details.
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

4000-BRB System $485.09
4000PI   Piezo crystal  $197.35
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

1348-50 Adhesive patches, 48-pack $16.54

AC Power Adapters
The PA150 is for mid-level portable keyboards or digital drums. 120 V, 60 
Hz, works with YPG235 and DD65. The PA130 is for entry-level portable 
keyboards, or digital drums. 120 V, 60 Hz, works with PSRE413, PSRE223, 
PSRE323, WK225, and EZAG. 
MODEL LIST

PA150 $39.99

MODEL LIST

PA130 $20.00

Foot Switch-Style Sustain Pedal
For those electronic keyboards with an input jack labeled “SUSTAIN,” the 
FC5 is used in the same manner the sustain pedal on an acoustic piano is 
used. Rubber bottom grips the floor and stays put while you play. The FC5 can 
also be utilized as an FS controller for synthesizers, tone modules and drum 
machines.

MODEL LIST

FC5 $24.00

Survival Kit D
Power adapter, a foot switch, headphones, DVD, two-year extended  
warranty, and over $200 of rebate coupons. Works with NPV60, NP31,  
NP11, NP30 & YPG235 keyboards.
MODEL LIST

SKD2 $59.00

80 Watt Keyboard Amp
Full color POP packaging. 2 Channels for simultaneous keyboard/mic capa-
bilities. Tilt back or upright cabinet design. Heavy-duty CELESTION Speaker. 
Built-in speaker stand adapter. 4-Band EQ and built-in Reverb. Aux input. 12" 
Woofer. 2" Tweeter. Channel 1: 3 pin / Mic input; 1/4" Line input; Gain; Reverb 
– On/Off. Channel 2: CD / Line input; 1/4" Line input; gain; Reverb – On/Off. 4 
Band EQ. Reverb. Volume. Effects Loop. External Speaker Jack. Headphone 
Out.

MODEL LIST

RMSKB80 $499.99
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SA-307

8025

Keyboard Cases
The best protection for your keyboard! High durability and strength.  
Built-in wheels for tilt-and-go transport. Water resistant. For more info,  
visit skbcases.com.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

5820W 88-key (58.5" x 20.75" x 7") $882.99
5817W 88-key (58.5" x 17.25" x 5.75") $764.99
5014W 76-key (50.75" x 14.5" x 5") $584.99
SKB4214W 61-key (37" x 9" x 5") $502.99

Keyboard Bags
Universal, padded bags fit most popular keyboards. Stain and water  
resistant nylon cover. 3-sided zipper allows bag to open flat. Adjustable 
shoulder strap included. 
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

MBTKBG4  51" x 17.5" x 6.5" $97.27
MBTKBG3  44.5" x 17" x 6.5" $91.55
MBTKBG2  41.25" x 14.5" x 5" $85.83
MBTKBG1  42.25" x 14.625" x 5.25" $74.38

Artiste Series Keyboard Bags
Lightweight, durable bags, designed for protection and portability! Premium 
luggage-grade outer shell. 600 denier envelope-style shell, 14" shoulder strap 
with rubber shoulder pad, soft padding on all sides, pleated accessory pocket 
with zipper, self-repairing zipper with custom pulls and wrap top handle with 
custom snaps. 
MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

YBA761 52" x 21" $64.99
YBA611 44" x 20" $54.99

Display Arms for Slatwall
For keyboard or synthesizer! Heavy-duty support arms are angle adjustable 
(horizontal thru 45 degree). Each arm has been weight tested for over 200 lbs. 
(over 400 lbs. per pair!). Adjustable width for any size keyboard. Black coated 
with padded contact points.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

SA-307 Keyboard arms/pair $79.99
SA-308BK Adj. arms/pair, black $89.99

Piano Tuning Hammers
Practical, rigidly made and moderately priced tuning hammer. Hardened, 
plated steel for durability. Handle is specially contoured for maximum hand 
comfort and vibration insulation. Individually boxed.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

8025 Square $29.35
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Heavy duty single X with “Trigger-
Lok” system
• The ingenious “TRIGGER LOK” system 
designed by QUIK-LOK houses five positive-
lock height positions and is completely sealed 
exposing no parts.

• The mechanism allows the user to instantly 
open and close the stand from the top tiers 
without having to push or pull any knobs or 
buttons on the center disc, but simply squeez-
ing the trigger and releasing it once the stand 
is positioned at the desired height.

• Constructed using heavy duty 30 x 30mm 
steel tubing, the single-brace T/500 is strong enough to hold keyboards up 
to 180 lb (81 kg).

• Easily expandable by adding any of the available QLX accessories

MODEL LIST

T-500  $174.98

Heavy duty double brace single tier 
with “Trigger-Lok” system
• The ingenious TRIGGER LOK system designed 
by QUIK-LOK houses five positive-lock height 
positions and is completely sealed exposing 
no parts. The mechanism allows the user to 
instantly open and close the stand from the top 
tiers without having to push or pull any knobs or 
buttons on the center disc, but simply squeezing 
the trigger and releasing it once the stand is 
positioned at the desired

• Constructed using heavy duty 30 x 30mm steel 
tubing, the double-brace T/550 is strong enough to hold keyboards up to 180 
lb (81 kg).

• The single-tier T/550 structure is also easily expandable by adding optional 
QLX/1 adjustable-Second-tier or any of the available QLX accessories.

MODEL LIST

T-550  $139.99

Single brace single tier "X" stand 
with dino bite locking disc system.
MODEL LIST

T-10BK  $69.98

Double  brace "X" stand with dino 
bite locking disc system.
MODEL LIST

T-20BK  $87.49

Economy double brace double tier 
"X" stand.
MODEL LIST

T-22  $139.99

Double brace single "X" stand.
MODEL LIST

QL-646  $104.98
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Pro Series Heavy Duty Keyboard Stands
• PRO SERIES Double-brace "X" with height, tilt, angle & depth adjustable 
second tier

• The absolute hands down choice of most professional musicians because
of its adjustability, strength and reliability.

• The QL742 ProSeries Stand features the new Quik Lok "Push to adjust" 
locking disc system with user-friendly push button and super heavy duty 30 
mm x 30 mm steel tube bracing for extra sturdiness and structural support.

• The second and third tier set are fully adjustable in height, angle, tilt and 
depth, and offers the musician maximum flexibility of use. 

• The "Pro Series" stands are capable of holding the heaviest keyboards 
safely and securely.

• A complete line of accessories allows the user to customize the QL742 to 
fit their needs perfectly.

MODEL LIST

QL-742 Double Tier $244.99
QL-723 Triple Tier $349.99

Heavy duty double brace "X" with 
height and tilt adjustable second 
tier.
MODEL LIST

QL-642  $227.48

Heavy duty double brace "X" with 
tilt adjustable second and third 
tier.
MODEL LIST

QL-623  $262.48

Heavy Duty, Double-Brace, SIngle-Tier "X"
MODEL LIST

QL-746  $139.99
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"THE MONOLITH" Single-Tier Keyboard Stand
• The "MONOLITH" represents all of the requirements of 
today's keyboard players by incorporating a blend of form 
functionality and lightweight portability.

• Form: A revolutionary patent-pending design concept 
developed by a team of Italian engineers and designers.

• Function: The unencumbered shape allows keyboard 
players to freely perform without any restrictions 
whatsoever.

• Foldable: Form and function are combined in a stand
that literally folds flat securely in seconds to a compact and conveniently 
transportable size. 

Other key features that make the Monolith the most complete keyboard 
stand ever developed:

• Height adjustable tiers

• Computer-welded, lightweight steel

• M-2 Optional second tier set

• Limited lifetime warranty

MODEL LIST

M-91BK Monolith single tier height adjustable $227.48
M-2BK adjustable second tier add on. $133.50

Fully Adjustable Double-tier, Slant Keyboard Stand 
w/nylon bag
• Solid aluminum/steel construction 
provides maximum sturdiness and 
ensures excellent structural support.

• Exclusive, patented foldable design 
of tiers and base allows to set up and 
fold down the stand in a snap, with no 
loose parts, to a very compact size for 
convenient storage and easy transport.

• Fully adjustable tiers can be quickly 
set at either one of 11 height positions 
and 5 angle positions, and feature 
telescoping depth to accommodate 
virtually any size keyboard and control-
ler up to 14.9" (38 cm) deep, as well as 
drum machines and sound modules.

• Stylish, contemporary base design 
provides plenty of room for volume, sustain and control pedals.

• Perfect solution for home studio and live performance, the SL930 slant 
stand offers an ideal option for instore display applications as well.

• A complete line of options and accessories, including second tier add-ons, 
a mic boom arm and a sheet music holder, a laptop and a tablet holder, 
allows the user to customize any stand to fit their needs.

• Non-reflective, powder-coating black enamel finish.

• Includes nylon carrying bag and one Z/735 accessory clamp.

MODEL LIST

SL-930  $402.49

Heavy Duty Adjustable keyboard stand
• Portable, heavy duty, height & width adjustable stand with foldable legs. 

• Sturdy frame provides a solid base for supporting all kinds of gear, includ-
ing keyboard/controllers, digital pianos, DJ coffins, recording and audio 
equipment.

• The WS/421 design grants maximum leg room for comfortable playing, in 
addition to providing a large area for placement of floor pedals.

• Height adjustable to 12 positions from 25.6" to 37.8" (65 to 96 cm), this 
stand is great for tall musicians.

• The telescoping frame is width adjustable from 25.2" to 39.37" (64 to 100 
cm) allowing to custom tailor the stand to the exact size of your equipment.

• Musicians' ideal solution for use at home, recording studios, stage or 
rehearsal environments.

• Heavy steel construction for years of reliability.

• Folds flat in a snap for easy storage and transport.

MODEL LIST

WS-421 Keyboard/mixer stand $139.99
WS-422 Second tier add-on kit for AMS-WS-421 $87.49

Adjustable Pro "Zenith" Keyboard Stand
Z-70 Width and Height Adjustable Single Tier Rapid Set Up Pro 'Z' Keyboard 
Structure. Foldable tiers and legs make the Z-70 extremely compact for easy 
transport and storage.

MODEL LIST

Z-70  $419.63
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Z-728AM

QLX-3

Heavy Duty Height Adjustable 
"Zenith" Keyboard Stands
MODEL LIST

Z-716L Single Tier, 44" wide. $209.98
Z-726 Two tier, 34" wide. $279.98
Z-726L Two tier, 44" wide. $297.49
Z-727 Fully adjustable second tier add on. $96.23

(requires Z-720 or Z-720L Crossbar)

Keyboard Accessories
MODEL LIST

Z-728AM Mic Boom telescopic - Z stand $43.73
QLX-3 Grey laminate Shelf attaches to lower crossbar on all Z stands $76.28

Rapid Setup Pro "Zenith" 
Keyboard Stand
The new Z-71 foldable "Z" structure. This new patent-pending design sets 
up and folds down in literally 10 Seconds Flat! Height adjustment is a snap 
because of a spring-loaded, dual pin system that instantly releases and 
locks the tiers into the desired height position. This stand is great for tall 
keyboard players because of Z-71's maximum height of 39" (99 cm) . There 
is absolutely no sacrifice for strength or stability because of this design. In 
fact , this is one of the sturdiest stands Quik-Lok has ever made.

Compatible with other "Z" series options:
Z-728 Mic boom, Z-731 utility shelf & Z-732 music holder.

MODEL LIST

Z-71  $274.98
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Small Bench with Extra 
Thick Cushion
Small bench with extra thick cushion. 
3 height positions. Seat dimension 10x21x3. 
MODEL LIST

BX-8 $87.49

Large Bench with Extra 
Thick Cushion
Large bench. 5 height positions, with extra 
large cushion. Seat dimensions 12x24x3.1 
MODEL LIST

BX-14 $133.50

Deluxe Bench with Large Extra 
Thick Cushion
• Constructed with 30 x 30 mm steel tubing and 
arc-welded joints

• Unique spring-loaded locking pins at base of 
the safe and secure height adjustments

• Four height positions

• Padded seat cushion reinforced with dual steel 
rails

• 300 lb (135 kg) weight capacity

• Durable, textured vinyl seat covering
MODEL LIST

BX-718 $139.99

Rapid Set-up Musician's Seat
• New patent-pending design sets up and folds down 
in 10 seconds

• Perfect complement to any of our keyboard stands

• Thick, extra-wide seat cushion with textured 
covering

• Great for guitarists, woodwind and brasswind play-
ers, singers or any seated musician applications

• 250 lb (112 kg) eight capacity 
MODEL LIST

BZ-7BK $157.48

“X” Style Keyboard Stand
This black finish stand features secure and sturdy locking lever height  
adjustments from 26.75" to 38.5" and five adjustable positions. Colorful 
P.O.P.! Visit Stagelinestands.com for details.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

KS25Q Single-Braced, Load Capacity 132 lbs. $54.99

“X” Style Keyboard Stand
This double-braced black finish stand 
features secure and sturdy locking lever 
height adjustments from 26.75" to 38.5" 
and five adjustable positions. 
Visit Stagelinestands.com for details.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

KS26Q Load Capacity 176 lbs.  $64.99

Collapsible “Z” 
Keyboard Stands
The KS29 black finish stand features 
secure and sturdy height and width 
adjustments, and a load capacity of 
198 lbs. Visit Stagelinestands.com for 
details.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

KS29 23.75" – 36.75" H; 22.75" – 33.5" W $0.00

Folding Keyboard Stand
Adjustable width & height allows this 
stand to be used with keyboards of 
various sizes. Foldable for easy storage 
and transport. Adjustable height 25.25" to 44". Adjustable width 28.75" to 
41.25". Visit Stagelinestands.com for details.

MODEL DESCRIPTION LIST

KS11 Load Capacity 132 lbs.  $109.99
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Plush Padded Piano Bench
Quality bench at an amazing price! Adjustable from 18" to 21.5". Plush seat, 
21.75" x 13.5" x 18". Visit Stagelinestands.com for details.

MODEL LIST

PBK10 $272.49

X-Type Padded Keyboard Bench
This sturdy keyboard bench is designed to fold and unfold easily Height from 
16" to 19.75". Seat 12.5" x 17". 3 adjustable height levels. Easy set up! Visit 
Stagelinestands.com for details. 

MODEL LIST

KB40 $65.39

X-Type Padded Keyboard Bench
Heavily padded for maximum comfort. Four adjustable height levels. Height 
from 20.875" to 26". Seat 12.5" x 23.75". 4 position deluxe. Easy set up! Visit 
Stagelinestands.com for details.

MODEL LIST

KB51 $103.54

Deluxe Padded Piano Bench
Quality bench at an amazing price! Sheet music storage. Adjustable from 
18" to 21.5". Deluxe seat, 21.75" x 13.5" x 18". Visit Stagelinestands.com for 
details.

MODEL LIST

PBK11 $305.19

Attachable Keyboard Stand
This stand was specifically fashioned to bolt directly to many of Yamaha’s 
PSR_ and EZ_ portable keyboards. Offering excellent stability and a collapsible 
design convenient for travel, the L3C is perfect for those seeking a secure 
stand at a highly affordable price.
MODEL LIST

L3C $40.00

Keyboard Stand
The CS67 is a black wooden keyboard stand specifically designed to support 
the PX150 and PX350 digital pianos. 
MODEL LIST

CS67BK $149.99

Wood Piano Style Bench 
Quality wood construction and a beautiful natural finish make the WB2 bench 
an exceptional choice for solid support with classical style. The thick padded 
seat and strategic air vents offer comfort and preservation against normal 
wear and is beautiful paired with the LW16 (see page 531). 
22.5" x 13.75" x 19". 
MODEL LIST

WB2 $120.00
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